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Abstract:
Before the coming of print technology in Assam, hand written manuscript was the sole
medium for the spread and dissemination of knowledge. These manuscripts comprising of
different categories were often composed under royal patronage and in certain cases by religious
institutions in pre colonial Assam. The tradition of manuscript writing in Assam can be traced
back approximately to the 5th century A.D. However, it shows a remarkable growth after 13th
century mainly due to the support given by royal patronage and later on by the Neo-Vaishnavite
Satra institution. In this paper, the focal point of discussion will be centered on the tradition of
manuscript writing in pre-colonial Assam as well as how they were preserved. The preservation
aspect of these manuscripts reveals a fascinating story of the history of the evolution and
development of library in Assam and the paper will try to locate it within the development of
library and literary tradition of pre-colonial Assam.
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1. Introduction:
Like other parts of India, Assam has a long history of manuscript writing and preservation.
In fact, before the introduction of the printing press, manuscripts, along with stone and copper
plate inscriptions, were the only medium of written communication. In medieval Assam,
manuscripts were the most commonly used agency for knowledge gathering as well as its
dissemination. With the development of Assamese language and the state formation process after
the coming of the Ahoms, manuscripts writing showed tremendous development. Earlier
techniques of manuscript making now became more and more sophisticated and it itself became
a symbol of artistic expression. By the time the Neo-Vaishnavite socio-religious movement
became popular in Assam (15th and 16th Century CE) manuscript had already become an integral
part of literary and religious discourse.
In our discussion, to have a holistic view about the tradition of manuscript writing and
different methods of its preservation, the socio-cultural as well as the literary history of medieval
Assam has been dealt with. For a better understanding of the issues under discussion, we will
first look at the tradition of manuscript writing and then delve into the technical aspects of its
preservation. The second part of the paper will discuss the evolution and development of library
and its different facets during the long rule of the Ahom dynasty in pre-colonial Assam.
2. Tradition of Manuscript Writing:
Before the beginning of modern literary movement, a tradition of writing and preserving
manuscript had developed in Assam. Irrespective of social standing and economic background
virtually every household in Assam had a library of manuscripts. This tradition further
accentuated after the coming of Ahoms with a legacy of Buranji (chronicle) writing. In the
subsequent period, the Neo-Vaishnavite movement started by the great social reformer and
scholar Sankardeva, enriched this tradition to a great extent.
It is very hard to trace the beginning of manuscript writing in Assam. However, we do have
certain specific mention about the use of manuscript in Yogini Tantra and Harsa-carita. In
referring to the use and production of manuscripts, Yogini Tantra mentions a number of
materials such as Bhurja-patra, Tala-patra, Raupya-patra, Mrt-parta, Ketaki-patra and Batapatra which are used for preparing manuscript (Yogini-Tantra 15-17). More specific reference to

the use of manuscript in Assam can be gathered from the Harsa-carita, where it has been
mentioned that books written on strips of bark of Sanchi (Aquilaria Agallocha) were presented
by Kamrupa king Bhaskaravarman to Harsha of North India (Harsa-carita 214). From all these
accounts, it can be assumed that the tradition of manuscript writing in Assam is not older than 5th
century C.E. During the medieval period Sanchi pat was very popular in writing manuscripts.
Similarly, the evidence of the tradition of manuscripts written on Ketaki-patra is also available
from that period (Goswami 1930:xv-xvi).
In pre-colonial Assam, manuscript writing was mainly carried out by the help of royal
patronage and by the Neo-Vaishnavite Satras (monasteries). Apart from it, certain Ahom royal
families also followed this tradition. This vibrant culture of the people of Assam had not only
acted as an instrument of medium of communication but also helped to disseminate knowledge
both vertically and horizontally in the society. However, one may argue that, in a relatively
illiterate society like Assam in the pre-colonial period, how the common people gained
knowledge from the manuscript. It cannot be denied the fact that by that time a very few people
can read and write. But at the same time it is also not the reflection of mass ignorance of text,
mainly religious scriptures. The modern standard of institutionalized education system cannot be
a yardstick to understand the level of knowledge dissemination during that period. Recent
historiographical studies have amply demonstrated that in the pre-literate societies also the oral
tradition of reciting the entire verse of epics like Mahabharata and Ramanaya is very common
and it has nothing to do with the level of literacy among the common people. In pre-colonial
Assam also, the common masses either took the help of priestly class or Pandits who performed
the task to orator/narrator by reading out from manuscripts. This tradition was further
accentuated by the growing popularity of Bhakti movement in Assam. Still in the contemporary
Assamese society Puthi Porha or reading out from the scriptures in the Namghar or prayer house
in front of the audience is prevalent. By this way generation after generation of the illiterate
common people of Assam, in the midst of political turmoil, flood, epidemics, etc., kept
themselves as a part of the literary discourse. Another interesting aspect about the tradition of
manuscript writing in the Satras (monasteries) is that it had a close relationship with the Ahom
court in terms of manuscript-painting. As a matter of fact all the illustrated manuscripts produced
by the Ahom court painters such as Ananda-lahari, Hastividyarnava and Gita-govind have been
recovered from the Satra libraries (Sarma 177).

As has been mentioned earlier, though the tradition of manuscript writing in Assam started
from the 5th century A.D. the real impetus was seen from the 13th century onwards after the
coming of the Ahoms. The Ahoms has not only initiated the state formation process in Assam
but also provided certain basic platforms upon which the all encompassing Assamese culture was
erected. However, the most significant contribution of the Ahoms is their literary tradition of
Buranji (chronicle) writing. Buranji writing was so central to the Ahom state administration that
it was dealt with by establishing a separate office. It is through Buranjis that the Ahoms note
down their day to day activities and provided a huge impetus to the further development of
manuscript writing. During their rule there was an independent officer known as Likhakar Barua
to supervise the work of manuscript writing. Apart from it, there was also a preservation library,
Gandhia Bharal, for royal manuscript attached to the palace of the Ahom kings in the charge of
an official called Gandhia Barua (Goswami 1930: Xv-xvi). Similarly, courtiers and nobles of the
Ahom royal court performed the task of compiling chronicles (Buranji) in manuscript form. A
particular section of the Ahom nobility also preserved a number of manuscripts in their personal
archives (Bhuyan 1962:80-81).
Apart from the Ahom royal family, the Koch kings also possessed a rich archive of
manuscripts. In his translation of Vanaparva of Mahabharata, the poet Ramsarasvati referred to
the rich archive of the Koch king Naranarayana from where a large number of manuscripts of
commentaries were send to him on a bullock cart to assist him to translate the said work (Kakati
176).
2.1 Techniques of Manuscript Writing:
The technique of manuscript writing in pre colonial Assam is best seen as an evolutionary
process. The most commonly used materials for writing manuscripts were Sanchi pat and Tula
pat (writing surface made of cotton). As Sanchi pat was easily available in Assam it was most
frequently used for manufacturing manuscripts. The techniques involved in this process in very
intricate and painstaking. Edward Gait mentions in details the different stages of making the
Sanchi pat.
A tree is selected of about 15 or 16 years’ growth and 30 to 35 inches in girth, measured about
4 feet from the ground. From this the bark is removed in strips, from 6 to 18th feet long, from 3

to 27 inches in breadth. These strips are rolled up separately with the inner or white part of the
barkoutwards, and the outer or green part inside, and are dried in the sun for several days.
They are then rubbed by hand on a board, or some other hard substance, so as to facilitate the
removal of the outer or scaly portion of the bark. After this, they were exposed to the dew for
one night. Next morning the outer layer of the bark (nikari) is carefully removed, and the bark
proper is cut into pieces of a convenient size, 9 to 27 inches long and 3 to 18 inches broad.
These are put into cold water for about an hour, and the alkali is extracted, after which the
surface is scraped smooth with a knife. They are then dried in the sun for half an hour, and,
when perfectly dry, are rubbed with a piece of burnt brick. A paste prepared from matimah
(phaseolus radiatus) is next rubbed in, and the bark is dyed yellow by means of yellow
arsenic. This is followed again sun-drying, after which the strips are rubbed as smooth as
marble. This process is now complete, and the strips are ready for use (Gait, E Appendix:

D).
Another technique associated with Sanchi pat is known as Jao Diya (rubbing). Katha
Guru Carita mentions that the Sanchi bark strips were taken by the great Vaishnava
reformer Sankardeva from the trees on the day of writing and then smoothened by the Jao
Diya process. They were later on cut into appropriate sizes, such as tika, kati etc,
demarcated by uniform lines before writing (Neog 302). Guru Carita also mentions about
the procurement of Sanchi-pat by Madhavdeva on the request of Sankardeva from
Dakhinakula (Katha Guru Carita 127, 201, 207). Dakhinakula was at that time also
famous for ink and painting materials like hegul (vermilion), haital (yellow arsenic) and
indigo (Neog 302). These accounts categorically mention about the importance of Sanchi
pat for the making of manuscripts. It also shows the importance attached to the literary
tradition of medieval Assam by the Vaishnava saints.
Dr. Suryya Kumar Bhuyan, a noted historian and pioneer in bringing Buranjis from
oblivion to a respectable position in the historical research of Assam, has also dealt on the
technical aspects of manuscripts making. Regarding Sanchi pat manuscript, Bhuyan
explains how “the leaves were numbered, the figures being inserted at the second page of a
folio. The centre of each leaf was perforated for the fastening string to pass through.
Leaves thicker than those used in the body of the manuscript were used for covers; and
occasionally wooden pieces were also used. There were always some spare leaves or pages

to record changes of ownership, or the important events in the life of the owner or his
family. These additional leaves were known as Beti-pat, or attendant leaves” (Goswami
1930:xv). Some manuscripts were of very small in size, like modern pocket size dictionary,
meant for easy transportation. For example, one Ahom mantra-puthi discovered by
S.K.Bhuyan was measuring 1.5 inches by 3 inches only (Goswami 1930: xv). Another
technique of making Sanchi pat manuscript, which is quite unique to Assam, is known as
Bakala-puthi. By this technique a folder was made by a long strip of Sanchi pat so that it
can contain a number of pages of some text. The Gitar Bakala manuscript is a striking
example of this particular technique with songs “written on a long strip of Sanchi bark,
some 8 feet long and 6 inches broad folded in the shape of a small square booklet”
(Goswami 1930: 56).
Tula pat was another widely used material for the preparation of manuscript. In the
Vaishnava charitas (hagiographic account of religious preacher) detailed mentions had
been made about the techniques associated with the making of Tula-pat. It is also
interesting to note that much of the paintings of medieval Assam used Tula-pat
manuscripts for the purpose of illustrations (Katha Guru Carita 36). The techniques
associated with making Tula-pat is ginning, felting and pressing cotton into sheets. This
technique had a very old origin in Assam but its historicity cannot be ascertained yet.
Whether it was an indigenous technique of Assam or it diffused in Assam from outside is
still to be investigated. However, it is possible that it had a Tai-Shan connection.
References are made of a technique associated with the Ahoms and some other Shan
people, who used to prepare writing sheets, which was also known as Tula-pat, from a pulp
obtained from two varieties of trees. These trees in the Tai-Phake language are known as
maihari and yamon (Das Gupta 84).
3. Development of Library in pre colonial Assam:
Libraries are always regarded as a marker of intellectual development of a
particular society. Before the advent of the printing press hand written books were
regarded very precious as the process of making them was very hard and hence they were
preserved with utmost care. In pre colonial Assam also these hand written books or
manuscripts were preserved meticulously especially during the rule of the Ahom dynasty.

We have references of a central library which was more of an archival nature during the
Ahom rule. This central library was known as Gandhia Bharal under the supervision of an
official called Gandhia Barua. To understand this tradition of maintaining a central library
by the Ahoms we have to trace its beginning from the time of Sukapha, the founder of the
Ahom dynasty.
From the time of Sukapha, the founder of the Ahom dynasty in Assam during the
first quarter of the 13th century, the process of writing chronicles (popularly known as
Buranji) to keep information of important events of their rule was introduced. Sukapha
believed that everything that occurred during his rule should be recorded (Bhuyan
1990:72). During their rule, the Ahom royal family had regarded the Buranji not only
important but also very sacred. Since the Ahom rulers had a very high regard of the
Buranjis they were preserved and thus a system of library developed in Assam. According
to Maniram Dewan, earlier the Gandhia Bharal was used as food warehouse which was
later transformed as a central repository of royal communications, paper related to land
revenue and above all the Buranjis (Dewan 29). From the account of Maniram Dewan it is
clear that apart from the Buranjis, other valuable documents pertaining to the Ahom rule
were kept in the Gandhia Bharal. Among these documents, Kari kakat or document
related to compulsory labour service rendered by subject people was the most valuable one
in terms of its economic importance. During the time of Ahom rule, economy was not
properly monetized. Surplus extraction and redistribution had not been developed to a
complex system as money economy was completely absent. As against money economy,
the Ahom state employed a peculiar feudal system known as Paik system, where all adult
male subject people were divided into groups or Paik and they are subjected to render
compulsory physical labour to the state. During the rule of Pratap Singha, Momai Tamuli
Barbarua streamlined this system by conducting a census of the subject people capable of
rendering physical service. This census report known as Kari kakat was very vital to the
smooth running of the Ahom state and hence they were kept in the Gandhia Bharal
(Goswami 1922:60). The importance of this royal document can be gauged from the fact it
was updated time to time to keep stock of the existing labour force and kept in strict
vigilance. The Ahom state was also particular about the accuracy of the data put in the Kari
kakat and any attempt to fiddle with it was severely dealt with. An interesting episode

which occurred during the reign of Ahom king Rajeswar Singha reveals the meticulous
nature of record keeping. During his rule, Kirtichandra Barbarua was entrusted with the
responsibility of maintaining the record of the Kari kakat. In one instance when the record
of a person was missing from the document the official responsible for keeping the record
was charged with treason. The officer was so terrified that he hesitantly informs
Kirtichandra that the name of the person whose record is missing from the labour list is
none other than Kirtichandra himself. Since Rupchandra, the father of Kirtichandra was a
Paik (labour) so his name was in the census list. However, his son Kirtichandra, who
became a royal official, was exempted from the Kari kakat list and hence a number was
missing (Bhuyan 2014:40). This incident shows how seriously records were maintained
during the Ahom rule and it certainly helped the development of a central repository in
Assam.
Another important document kept in the Gandhia Bharal was Pera kakat (arable
land assessment record). During the Ahom rule land was the property of the sovereign
king. The topography of Assam is such that forest land reclamation for cultivation was not
an easy task considering the low level of technological innovations. Hence, apart from
Paiks the maintenance of arable land and its record was vital to the Ahom state at that time.
The Pera kakats which maintains the land records were first classified and then catalogued
according to its location and value in the Gandhia Bharal (Bhuyan 2014:40). Similarly,
records of land grants to Brahmins (Hindu priestly class) and high ranking Ahom royal
officials were also preserved at the Gandhia Bharal. During the Ahom rule three types of
land grants,Devattar, Dharmattar and Brahmattar, were basically made to the Brahmins
and Neo-Vaishnavite Satras. The royal decree of land grants were usually inscribed in
copper plate inscriptions and a copy of that grant were kept in the Gandhia Bharal. If any
dispute arise regarding the boundary of those donated land arise, the record kept in the
Gandhia Bharal was consulted (Bhuyan 2014:39).
Ran kakat or record related to war was another important royal document preserved
at the Gandhia Bharal. During its long rule in Assam, the Ahom state engaged in many
wars with neighboring states and during the course of these wars the commanding officer
was responsible to maintain a day to day record of the events which were very helpful in

making war strategies. Along with it, documents related to communications with
neighboring states like Chutia, Kachari, Manipur, Nara, etc., were also systematically
catalogued in the Gandhia Bharal. The importance of these records was very vital to the
existence of the Ahom state in Assam and hence they were carefully preserved (Bhuyan
2014:39).
In the Ahom royal court there was a group of scribes under an official known as
Likhakar Barua. They were entrusted with the task of documenting day to day proceedings
of the royal court which were preserved at the Gandhia Bharal. Another official known as
Kakoti was employed who consulted those documents prepared under the Likhakar Barua
and complied chronicles (Buranji) which are of great historical importance to reconstruct
the history of medieval Assam. Apart from it, documents related to judicial proceedings,
known as Sudhar kakat, were also preserved at the Gandhia Bharal (Bhuyan 2014:40).
Thus, every vital documents pertaining to the Ahom state were systematically kept in the
central library. However, it will be wrong to assume that only government documents were
kept in the library. A large number of literary texts produced during that period were also
preserved in the central library. Several Ahom kings also engaged themselves with literary
activities. For example, we have reference of Ahom kings Jayadhaj Singha and Rudra
Singha who composed songs and poems which were kept in the libarary (Bhuyan
2014:41). As mentioned earlier, apart from the Ahom state, the neighbouring Koch state of
Assam also maintained a royal library. However, due to lack of sources, its history is hard
to reconstruct. Medieval Assamese Ramsarasvati referred to the rich archive of the Koch
king Naranarayana from where a large number of manuscripts of commentaries were send
to him on a bullock cart to assist him to translate few literary works (Kakati 176). In all
probability this royal library of the Koch state might have survived till the early part of the
19th century. In referring to a literary work, Sangeetsankar, composed by Jagatdurlav
Biswas, Khan Chowdhuri Amanatulla Ahmed opined that the work was preserved in the
royal library of the Koch kingdom. Though the date of the composition of this work is not
known, since it was found in the royal library and the literary work itself was composed in
the early part of the 19th century, we can assume that the royal library survived up to that
period (Kochbiharor Itihas 70). Apart from these royal initiatives to maintain libraries, in
pre colonial Assam numerous private libraries were also maintained by the royal officials.

Similarly, as mentioned earlier the Neo Vaishnavite Satras also maintained their own
libraries where religious texts were kept. These libraries were known as Puthi Chang.
Though they were very small in compare to royal libraries, none the less they kept the
tradition of library institution alive throughout the pre colonial period. However, this
vibrant tradition faced its first challenge from the Moamoria civil war that engulfed the
Ahom state from the late 17th century and it virtually ceased to exist after the Burmese
invasion of Assam in the 1820s.
4. Conclusion:
Throughout the pre-colonial period in the history of Assam we have witnessed a vibrant
culture of manuscript writing and its preservation. This process which came into existence
from the 5th century C.E. reached its height by the 16th century mainly due to royal
patronage and the Neo Vaishnavite movement. In the socio-cultural history of Assam, the
tradition of manuscript writing and its preservation in libraries have brought many facets of
the pre colonial life of the people of Assam. Though in that period only a handful of people
could read and write libraries were well maintained and in most of the cases it acted as an
instrument of information gathering and dissemination for the state. The very longevity of
the Ahom state was primarily depended upon the peculiar system of Paik labour and its
continuance was instrumental to the survival of the state. Hence, census of eligible male
labourers was conducted and the reports were meticulously preserved in the Gandhia
Bharal. In this sense Gandhia Bharal was more than a library for the Ahom state. It was an
institution which kept track of the events of the state, maintained records of the subject
people and repository of communications related to foreign affairs and judicial
proceedings. Without the Gandhia Bharal the state power to control the subject people
could have been ineffective in pre colonial Assam.
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